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K&F Concept tripod + phone holder (KF09.115)
Provide reliable support when taking photos or shooting videos! The K&F Concept tripod is an indispensable tool for any photography and
filming enthusiast. Thanks to its lightweight and portable design, you can easily take it with you on the go, and precise height and angle
adjustments will allow you to get perfect shots from any perspective. A standard 1/4" mounting screw makes the accessory compatible
with most digital cameras or sports cameras. The kit also includes a phone mount, so you can conveniently take self-portraits, livestream
and create striking timelapses.
 
Tailored to you
Ensure you have full control over your shots! With an adjustable height range from 51 cm to 177 cm, you can freely adjust the tripod to
any situation. Whether you're shooting architectural details, urban life, or want to capture an entire landscape from behind vegetation,
the tripod will get you the perfect perspective. And the ball head provides 360-degree panoramic rotation, allowing you to shoot from any
angle, whether in landscape or portrait orientation.
 
The perfect travel companion
Going on vacation? Take the K&F Concept tripod with you and capture unforgettable moments! Weighing only 1.26 kg, it is easy to carry
and ideal for taking on any trip. When folded down to a compact size - just 45 cm long, it fits easily into a bag or backpack. So you can
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explore a variety of terrains without sacrificing professional quality photos and videos.
 
Included
tripodphone holderstorage bag
 
ManufacturerK&F  ConceptModelKF09.115ColorBlackWeight1.26  kgLength  after  folding45  cmHeight  adjustmentFrom  51  cm  to  177
cmMaximum load3 kg

Price:

€ 54.50

Akcesoria GSM, Uchwyty selfie, statywy, stojaki, Statywy i lampy pierścieniowe
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